Definition. Let fi be a nest in a separably acting type Hoc factor Jf. An element P £ fi\{0, 1} is said to be a singular point of fi if it satisfies either of the following conditions:
Introduction
The nest algebra in a von Neumann algebra was introduced by Gilfeather and Larson [5] . They extend the Ringrose Criterion [7] of the membership for the Jacobson radical of a nest algebra into the von Neumann algebra setting.
In the 38(H) case Orr [6] characterized necessary and sufficient conditions for a general nest to have the property that the Jacobson radical is norm-closed singly generated. In this paper we will establish conditions for the Jacobson radicals ^ of alg fi in separably acting type II and type III factors.
Preliminaries
Let Jf be a factor acting on separable Hilbert space Sf. By a nest in Jf we mean a totally ordered family of (selfadjoint) projections containing {0, 7} which is closed in the strong operator topology. A nest /? is countable if it is a countable set. The nest algebra related to a nest /? in a factor Jf is the set alg£ = {T £ Jf : TP = PTP for each P £ fJ}. Definition 1. Let /? be a nest in a separably acting type II,*, factor Jf. An element P £ /?\{0, 7} is said to be a singular point of /? if it satisfies either of the following conditions:
(1) There is a strictly increasing sequence {Qn} C /?, lim^oo Q" = P, and P -Q" is infinite for each n £ N. Also, there is a projection Q £ ft such that Q > P and Q -P is finite.
(2) There is a strictly decreasing sequence {(?"} c /?, lim"_00 Q" = P, and Qn -P is infinite for each « e N. Also, there is a projection Q 6 /? such that Q < P and P -Q is finite.
The following theorem is our main result in this paper. Theorem 1. Let ft be a nest in a separably acting factor Jf.
(1) If Jf is of type 11^ , then a necessary and sufficient condition for the Jacobson radical 3?p of alg/? to be a norm-closed singly generated ideal of alg /? is that the nest ft is countable and it does not contain a singular point.
(2) If Jf is of type IL or type III, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the Jacobson radical 3$p of alg fi to be a norm-closed singly generated Ideal of alg p is that the nest ft is countable. The Jacobson radical of an arbitrary algebra is defined to be the intersection of the kernels of all strictly transitive representations of the algebra. The radical of a Banach algebra is a closed 2-sided topologically nil-ideal which contains every topologically nil left or right ideal in the algebra. If sf is a unital Banach algebra and 3$ is its radical, then 3i = {B £ sf : AB is quasinilpotent, A£sf} = {B £sf : BA is quasinilpotent, A £sf}. In [5] , Gilfeather and Larson generalized the Ringrose Criterion [7] to the radical 31 p of alg fl into the von Neumann algebra setting. They proved:
Theorem 2 (Gilfeather, Larson, Ringrose [5, 7] ). If A £ alg/?, then A £ 3Zp if and only if for each e > 0 there exists a finite set {£■,} of mutually orthogonal (1-intervals with 2^7s, = 7 such that ||7i,-^7i,-|| < e for all i.
Sufficiency
Let fi be a nest in a factor Jf. We will say that an element N in a nest fi is a left limit point of /? if there is a strictly increasing sequence {Nn} in fi such that A^ is the sot(strong operator)-limit of {Nn}.
We will use the following notation:
Ex(fi) = \J{N£fi:N is finite}, Ep(fi) = \J{NL : N £ fi and N1 is finite}.
Definition 2. Let fi be a nest in a type 11^ factor Jf .
(1) The nest is said to be of order type lx if it is an infinite set, and either fi or its dual /?x satisfies the following conditions:
(a) Both Ei and Ep of the nest are left limit points of the nest.
(b) The projection Ex is infinite and the projection Ep is finite.
(2) The nest is said to be of order type I2 if fi or its dual nest fl1-satisfies the following condition:
The identity 7 is a limit point of the nest. If Q is in the nest, Q < I, QL is infinite. There exists a finite nonzero projection P in the nest.
(3) fi is said to be of order type I if it is of order type lx or of order type I2.
(4) fi is said to be of order type II if it is not of order type I.
The main results in [2] are concerned with the extension of the results in [1] into the von Neumann algebra setting. The author proved the following Theorem 3 [1] . Let fi be a nest in a separably acting factor Jf.
(1) Assume that Jf is of type IIoo. Then the factor Jf is a norm-principal (or norm-closed singly generated) bimodule of alg fi if and only if the nest fi is of order type II.
(2) Assume that Jf Is of type II1 or type III. Then the factor Jf is always a norm-principal bimodule of alg fi.
Let fi be a nest in Jf and let P £ /?\{0, 7}. We define a set of projections It is clear fiP is also a nest. The nest [ip has some properties which are important to the purpose in this paper. Lemma 1. Let fi be a nest in Jf and let P £ /?\{0, 7}. Then (i) (pP)p± = P; (2) P(algfi)P = P(algfiP)P; (1) P(algfi)P cP(alg(iP)P.
By statement (1) and (1) we have (2) P±(a\gfip)P± C P±(algp)P±.
Let T e P(algpP)P and A/~ e fi. If M < P, then Px + M £ fiP. So TA/ = PTPM = PT(P± + M)P = P(PL + M)T(P± + M)P = MTM. If M > P, then MP = PM = P, so MTM = T= TM. So we have T £ alg/?, and
By statement (1) and (3) we have
Lemma 1 is proven. □ Lemma 2. Let B be a nest in a type IIoo factor Jf and let P £ B\{0, 7} which is not a singular point.
(1) If there is a projection Q £ fi such that Q -P is finite and, for each projection R < P, R £ fi and the projection P -R is infinite, then P has an immediate predecessor P_ in fi and P -P-is an infinite atom of fi.
(2) If there is a projection Q £ fi such that P -Q is finite and, for each projection R> P, R £ fi and the projection R-P is infinite, then P has an immediate successor 7+ in fi and P+ -P is an infinite atom of /?.
Proof. By the definition of the singular point, it is clear. Lemma 3. Let fi be a nest in a type H^ factor Jf and let P £ /?\{0, 7} with both P and PL infinite. Assume that fi has no singular point. Then fiP is an order type II nest in Jf. □ Proof. Define X~P= f\{Q£p:P-Qis finite}, X+ = \J{Q £ /?: Q -P is finite}.
For the projections just defined, we have the following cases. For Xp , we have:
(1) Xp =0 and P -Xp is infinite.
(2) Xp > 0 and P -Xp is finite. (3) Xp > 0 and P -Xf, is infinite.
For Xp , we have:
(1) Xp~ = I and X+p-P is infinite.
(2) Xp" < I and Xp -P is finite. (3) Xp<I and Xp -P is infinite.
It is clear that the case (l)-(2) is the dual of (2)-(l); the case (l)- (3) is the dual of (3)-(l); and the case (2)- (3) is the dual of (3) In [2] the author proved Lemma 4 [2] . Let /? be a nest in a type IIqo factor Jf. A necessary and sufficient condition for J^ to be a norm-closed singly generated bimodule of alg /? is that the nest does not satisfy either one of the following conditions:
• The 0 projection is a limit point of the nest and any nonzero projection in p is infinite.
• The identity I is a limit point of the nest and, for any projection Q < I, Q£ P, QL is infinite. (2) Assume that P is finite. (The case when P1 is finite is a dual case to this. We omit it.) Then PJfPL = P<JCP^. Since /? has no singular point, we have only two possible cases:
(a) There is a projection Q e /?, P < Q, and Q -P is finite. 
Necessity
In this section we will first show that if the Jacobson radical is a normprincipal ideal of alg /?, then the nest must be countable. Employing the diagonal function (p and the same method in the proof of Proposition 6 in [1], we prove that Sq = {X £ A : faG, X) ^ 0} is a countable set. So Sg = U Sg" is a countable subset of A. Let Jg denote the norm-closed ideal generated by & and let A £ Jg>. Applying the same method in the proof of Proposition 6 in [1] or in [6] , we prove that SA C S%.
Assume /? is an uncountable nest. We will show that J^ is a proper subset of 32p. Since A is an uncountable compact subset of A, there exists a point ?o € A\(Sg> U {0, 1}) and t0 is a two-sided limit point of A. Let {a«}^! be a strictly increasing sequence in A converging to to and let {/?«}£Li be a strictly decreasing sequence in A converging to to ■ Denote En = ArQn+1 -Nan and Fn = Npn -Npn+r Then for each n £ N there exist non-0 projections E'n < En and 7^' < Fn such that E'n ~ Ff, for each n £ N. Let Qn be a partial isometry with initial projection F'n and final projection E'n. Define an operator 7?0 = Y,T= i Qn-^ne °Perator 7?0 is in 32p and to £ Sr0 , so to £ Sg. This contradicts the selection of to. Proposition 3 is proven. □ Next we will prove that if a nest /? in a type ILo factor has a singular point, then the radical 32p cannot be even countably generated.
Let F be a fixed nonzero finite projection in the type Hoc. factor Jf. Then there exists a faithful normal semifinite tracial weight g on Jf such that g(F) = 1 (cf. 
where alg((Q -Px)P) is the nest algebra in the (type II^) factor (Q -P\) x ■^(Q-Pi) related to the nest (Q-PX)P. It is clear that (Q -Px)(32'p)(Q -Px)
is the Jacobson radical of alg((Q -PX)P). So our assumption implies that the countable set (Q -Px)&(Q -Px) is a generating set for the radical 32^Q_P^p. It is also clear that the projection (Q -PX)P is a singular point in the nest (Q -PX)P. Therefore, we can simply assume that 7*1 = 0 and Q = I. We assume this is the case. Under this new assumption 7J-L is finite and P is infinite, and (2) Now we construct an operator (a partial isometry) T0 £ PJfP1^ which is not in P[(alg P)& (alg P^P1. This will complete the proof. We will use the techniques we developed in [2] . We have two cases. Case 1. There is a strictly decreasing sequence of projections {Qn} C /? such that 5-lim"^oo Qn = P. Let Q be the faithful normal semifinite tracial weight on Jf such that q(P±) = 1, and let p be the related range measure. Then p(P±) = 1. We can assume that the sequence {P"} possesses the property p(P"+x -Pn) > 1-Denote an = p(Q" -Qn+X), where Qx = I. It is a routine exercise to verify that J2%x otj = l. Notice that p(PGnP±Qk) < 1 for n, k £ N and lim P" = P. For fixed n, k £ N and e > 0, by Lemma 5 there is an nk £ N such that p(P^PG"P±Qk) < e for each m > nk. For e = jf(l -£)|.=, aj) we select nk such that p(P"\PGjPLQk) < ^(1 -Y!)=xa)) for each J < k and m > nk. We can select the subsequence {Pnk} to be strictly increasing. Since P"k+I -P"k y P^-y Qk -Qk+X, there exists a partial isometry Vk with initial projection Qk -Qk+X and final projection Fk < P"k+I -P"k-So we have a sequence of partial isometries {Vk} with initial projections and final projections mutually orthogonal. We define T0 = YlT=x %■ The operator To is a partial isometry and To £ PJfP±. It is clear that P^ToQk = 7>x7b is also a partial isometry with p(PnLJ0Qk) = 1 -Yl)Zl aJ for k ^ 2- License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Case 2. There is a projection Q' e /?, Q' > P, and Q' -P is a finite atom. In this case we can simply assume that P1 is the finite atom. By the Ringrose Criterion (Theorem 2), we have PLf?PL = {0}. Since the factor is of type Hoc, we can refine the nest into a new nest /?' by inserting a strictly decreasing sequence of projection {Q"} with limit point P into the nest p. The nest /?' is in Case 1. Using the same construction (with /?') as in the proof of Case 1, we prove that there exists an operator To £ PJ^cP1^ such that pdT°-iLAJTJBj) *l So d(To,J2) > 1. Since J^ = {0} and lim||Px7v|| = 0 for each element in J2! by the Ringorose Criterion again, we have proven Case 2. Theorem 4 is proven. □
